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Respondent No. 2, represented by Ms. Christy King, Attorney at Law, Little Rock,
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On June 10, 2009, the above-captioned claim was heard in Russellville, Arkansas.

A prehearing conference took place on March 2, 2009.  A prehearing order entered on

May 28, 2009 pursuant to the conference was admitted without objection as Commission

Exhibit 1.  At the hearing, the parties confirmed that the stipulations, issues, and respective

contentions, as amended, were properly set forth in the order.
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Stipulations

At the hearing, the parties discussed the stipulations set forth in Commission Exhibit

1.  With an amendment of the second stipulation and two additional stipulations reached

at the hearing, they are the following, which I accept:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction of this

claim.

2. Claimant sustained a compensable back injury arising out of and in the

course of employment with the Respondent on or about September 13,

1993.

3. The previous decisions in this case by Administrative Law Judges Elizabeth

Hogan and C. Michael White, as well as the Full Commission and the

Arkansas Court of Appeals, are binding on this proceeding under the Law of

the Case Doctrine and res judicata.

4. Claimant died on December 4, 2007.

5. Claimant was permanently and totally disabled.

6. Permanent and total disability benefits were paid until the maximum liability

of Respondent carrier was exhausted and thereafter the Death & Permanent

Total Disability Trust Fund paid permanent total disability benefits until

Claimant’s death in December 2007.

7. Respondents controverted permanent disability benefits in excess of the

fifteen percent (15%) impairment rating to the body as a whole assessed by

the surgeon.
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8. At one point in the history of this claim, there was an issue as to when the

Claimant reached maximum medical improvement for the purpose of

allowing the Respondent Carrier to determine whether benefits paid beyond

that date would be credited against Respondent’s $75,000 maximum liability

for permanent and total disability benefits.

9. Respondents paid benefits at the total disability rate until March 18, 1999,

but contended Claimant reached maximum medical improvement on April 1,

1997 and, therefore, sought a credit against its $75,000.00 maximum liability

for permanent and total disability benefits for the benefits paid between

these two dates.

10. At the hearing to determine this issue, the Administrative Law Judge ruled

the Claimant was permanently and totally disabled, but also concluded/ruled

that in light of the Claimant being found permanently and totally disabled, the

Claimant reached maximum medical improvement was, therefore, moot.

11. Subsequently, on appeal, the Full Commission of the Arkansas Workers’

Compensation Commission affirmed in part and reversed in part and

remanded the case to the Administrative Law Judge for the purpose of

determining, among other things, when Claimant in fact reached maximum

medical improvement for the purpose of determining when Claimant’s

entitlement for temporary total disability benefits ended to determine if

Respondent Carrier would then get to take credit for payments made beyond
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that date against their maximum liability of $75,000.00 for permanent and

total disability benefits.

12. Subsequent to the remand, Respondent Carrier continued to pay indemnity

benefits at the total disability rate, until the Respondent Carrier submitted the

proper forms and the permanent disability fund (the trust fund) of the

Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission began payment of

permanent and total disability benefits on September 26, 2005.

13. By the date the trust fund began paying the Claimant’s permanent and total

disability benefits on September 26, 2005, it had become irrelevant (moot)

as to whether the Claimant reached maximum medical improvement on April

1, 1997 or March 18, 1999.  Specifically, regardless of whether the maximum

medical improvement date was April 1, 1997 or March 18, 1999,  the

Respondent Carrier had paid more than their $75,000.00 maximum liability

for permanent and total disability benefits even if the end of healing period

was March 18, 1999.  By that point, there were no future indemnity benefits

owed by Respondent Carrier against which the Respondent Carrier could

take a credit for any claimed overpayment and second, there was no person

or entity from whom the Respondent Carrier could seek reimbursement.  As

a result, the issue of whether the Claimant reached maximum medical

improvement on April 1, 1997 or March 18, 1999, had become moot and was

no longer an issue that needed to be decided by the Commission.
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14. Any and all issues surrounding whether the Claimant reached maximum

medical improvement on April 1, 1997 or March 18, 1999, are moot and need

not be addressed by the Administrative Law Judge or the Commission.
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Issues

At the hearing, the parties discussed the issues set forth in Commission Exhibit 1.

Claimant modified Issue No. 5.  The issues now read:

Claimant:

1. The Full Commission’s assignments contained in its March 11, 2002

remand, of which issue number one is moot in light of the permanent and

total finding and subsequent payments by Respondents and the Fund.

After the parties have developed an adequate
record and in order to eliminate further
piecemeal litigation, the Administrative Law
Judge shall make additional findings, including
but not necessarily limited to:  (1) when the
claimant’s healing period ended; (2) whether the
respondents are entitled to a credit for
overpayment of any temporary disability benefits
paid after April 1, 1997; (3) whether the
claimant’s attorney is entitled to a second
attorney’s fee regarding any period of temporary
disability after April 1, 1997; (4) the claimant’s
attorney’s appropriate fee on the claimant’s
permanent and total disability compensation
awarded in the Administrative Law Judge’s
March 11, 2002 opinion and order which was
admittedly controverted by the respondents; and
(5) whether additional attorney’s fees, interest,
late payment penalties, or any type of contempt
citation are appropriate for any period of non-
payment or late payment of medical expenses,
indemnity benefits, or attorney’s fees that may
have accrued to date.

2. Whether liability exists for statutory, procedural, and civil penalties, fees,

attorney fees, appeal fees, contempt, and interest pursuant to the

Administrative Law Judge decision dated October 28, 1996, the Full
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Commission decision dated August 13, 1997; the Arkansas Court of Appeals

decision dated June 4, 1998; the Administrative Law Judge Opinion dated

March 11, 2002; and the Full Commission decision dated January 28 2003,

due to but not limited to noncompliance with those orders under the

Arkansas Rules of Civil Procedure; AWCC Rules, precedent; and other

violations.

3. Whether liability exists for alleged unpaid past medical benefits, including

reimbursement to both the claimant’s widow and third party payers,

specifically the ERISA coverage, Arkansas Pipe Trades Health & Welfare

Plan, which ended on November 30, 1996, and Medicare (if any) which

began on March 1, 1995 and ended on the Claimant’s death, December 14,

2007.

4. Whether attorney’s fees are payable on Claimant’s surgery and all

subsequent charges and whether Respondents No. 1 should be made to pay

both halves of those attorney’s fees as a penalty for the alleged intentional

refusal to pay such fees until the Claimant died and no further indemnity

benefits are due the Claimant from which to withhold those unpaid fees.

5. What is the amount of total attorneys’ fees due and payable under the Act,

including their proper calculations, and which Respondent is responsible for

those unpaid fees?

6. Whether this claim has been controverted in its entirety pursuant to the prior

administrative law judge and Full Commission opinions.
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7. Whether the current litigation results in double controversion under the

precedent.

8. The amount of benefits subject to interest payments and the rate of interest

applicable each year of nonpayment, as it varies under the statute, Ark.

Code Ann. § 11-9-809 and the Arkansas Constitution, and whether that

interest is due, not only on awarded indemnity benefits, but also upon unpaid

medical payments under Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-809 and Eureka Log Homes

v. Mantonya, 28 Ark. App. 180, 772 S.W.2d 365 (1989).

Respondents No. 1:

1. Whether Respondents paid all benefits previously awarded.  Respondents

are not aware of any other lingering or outstanding issues to be litigated at

this time.

Contentions

The respective contentions of the parties, as amended at the hearing, are as

follows:

Claimant:

1. It is Claimant’s contention that Claimant sustained a compensable back

injury arising out of and in the course of employment with the Respondent

on or about September 13, 1993.  On that date, Claimant was working as a

pipefitter when he sustained a lumbar HNP while working for the Respondent

employer, Bechtel Construction Company.  Claimant was permanently and

totally disabled from his date of injury, September 13, 1993, until his death
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on December 14, 2007.  Claimant contends entitlement to workers’

compensation benefits as set forth in the issues response in the preceding

paragraphs, and specifically, to reasonable and necessary medical

expenses under Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-504; controverted attorney fee,

double/triple controverted fees; payment of both halves of unpaid fees;

statutory penalties and interest, and unpaid awarded appeal fees.

2. Appeal fees.  Claimant contends that the Respondents’ 02/04/03 payment

of the 01/28/03 appeal fee ($250) was timely.  Claimant contends that the

08/13/97 appeal fee ($250) was paid late, the check lost and needs to be

reissued.  Claimant contends that the 5/20/98 appeal fee ($500) remains

unpaid.  By letter dated 6/22/98, the ACOA bill was submitted to defense

counsel.  The rationale at that time was a change in attorneys at the firm; but

the subsequent attorney, Chris Gomlicker, also refused to get the bill paid.

The following year, multiple letters regarding the ACOA fee were sent to the

next attorney, Morris Williams, but no fee was paid.  Claimant’s counsel then

asked attorney Wendy Wood for payment of the $500 fee but no payment

was made.  The nonpayment of the ACOA $500 was again submitted to the

fifth attorney, Christy Cryer, in open court on the record in 2001.  No

payment was made.

3. Attorney fees.  Based upon Respondent’s itemization provided 11/25/08,

attorney fees were first paid on 06/21/02, lump sum, representing 20 weeks

of fees retroactive to 02/01/02, just prior to Judge White’s opinion being
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issued.  The next check was issued on 11/12/02, lump sum, representing

20.42 weeks of fees retroactive.  The first check roughly corresponds to the

date (just prior to) of the ALJ’s opinion.  The Respondent has fundamentally

not paid attorney fees for any indemnity benefits preceding Judge White’s

decision–the time period between the alleged independent intervening

causes of deer hunting in October 1993 and rabbit hunting of January 1994,

and Judge White’s 2002 decision granting P&T benefits.  There have been

no attorney fees on medical expenses as defense counsel alleges to no

attorney fees are payable on medical expenses under Arkansas law.

4. The disconnect, Claimant’s counsel believes, is between Respondents’

counsel and the client Respondent carrier.  There were discussions between

counsel that made it clear that the defense attorney was not aware that his

carrier as paying benefits.  The legal argument being presented was both

major cause and independent intervening cause due to the hunting incidents

referenced in the clinic notes.  The Respondent lost on that argument.

When that appeal was exhausted on 5/20/98, the post-win adjustor, Jane

Lehr, refused to pay any attorney fees because of the continued payment of

benefits.  This adjustor took over the claim on 10/09/98 and directly

contacted Claimant’s counsel to negotiate a settlement that excluded fees.

Discussions broke down and Ms. Lehr then cut off the Claimant’s benefits in

early 1999.  The Claimant then won on P&T and fees began begin [sic] paid

at the time of his reinstatement of benefits three years later on 5/28/02.
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5. The Respondents’ first Prehearing Questionnaire dated 10/2/95 contended

that the Claimant had sustained a low back strain, had reached MMI at that

time, and was able to return to work at Bechtel.  This is true.  The Claimant

missed a few days’ work (not enough to draw TTD) at the time of his 9/13/93

injury then returned to light duty until a seasonal layoff in December and

January, during which time he drew unemployment.  While off work on

unemployment the Claimant went hunting.  He returned to full duty work in

mid-February, deteriorated, sought medical care and underwent surgery in

April.  Attorney Tim Cheatham’s position was that the Claimant had missed

a few days’ work as a result of a back strain, returned to regular duty, then

went hunting while on layoff, tried to go back to work and, when he couldn’t

do it, had back surgery.

6. The problem is that Mr. Cheatham’s client had instituted TTD payments

without his knowledge at the time of the surgery which he was subsequently

controverting under the legal theories of major cause and intervening

intermediate cause.  The Claimant’s first check was issued on 4/19/04 just

prior to his 4/24/94 surgery.  Regardless, the bottom line is that Claimant’s

counsel had to litigate TTD, whether the Respondent counsel and carrier

were in sync on the handling of the case and its legal defenses.  Years later

the Respondent alleged that it had overpaid benefits at the time of the 2001

Judge White hearing.

7. Medical expenses, interests, and penalties are also at issue.
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8. Claimant contends that in the event that the Commission rules on the

defense of Respondents No. 1 that bills were not submitted correctly under

AWCC R. 099.30, this rule was not promulgated until May 15, 2000.

Respondents No. 1:

1. Respondents No. 1 contend they have paid all benefits awarded, all

attorney’s fees that were owed on controverted benefits have been paid, and

that no further benefits or attorney’s fees are owed as a result of Claimant’s

compensable injury.

2. Respondents No. 1 contend that attorney’s fees are not owed on

controverted medical expenses that have been awarded.

3. Respondents No. 1 contend that any treatment Claimant received after

March 11, 2006 was not reasonable and necessary medical treatment for his

compensable injury.

4. Respondents No. 1 contend there are no further benefits owed to Claimant

or Claimant’s attorney.

In setting out the above amendments, I note that Claimant at the hearing introduced his

“Fifth Amended Pre-hearing Information Filing Submitted on November 27, 2008,” which

in fact bore a date of June 9, 2009–one date before the hearing–and was brought to the

hearing.  Only those amendments offered by Claimant’s counsel at the hearing when so

prompted were included above.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
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After reviewing the record as a whole, including medical reports, documents, and

other matters properly before the Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the

testimony of the witnesses and to observe their demeanor, I hereby make the following

findings of fact and conclusions of law in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-704

(Repl. 2002):

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The stipulations set forth above are reasonable and are hereby accepted.

3. Claimant’s motion to strike Stipulation No. 6 should be and is hereby denied.

4. Claimant’s contentions, over the objection of Respondents No. 1, are hereby

amended to reflect his “Fifth Amended Prehearing Information Filing

Submitted on November 27, 2008,” which is actually dated June 9, 2009 and

was brought to the hearing.

5. Claimant’s Proffered Exhibit 1, an abstract of the medical records contained

in Claimant’s Proffered Exhibit 2, is hereby admitted into evidence.

6. Claimant’s Proffered Exhibit 2, a compilation of his medical records from

September 14, 1993 through February 21, 2005, is hereby admitted into

evidence.

7. Claimant’s Proffered Exhibit 4, documents related to requests for payment

of benefits and reimbursement of expenses to Claimant, is hereby admitted

into evidence.
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8. Claimant’s Proffered Exhibit 6, a letter from counsel for Respondents’ No. 1

to counsel for Claimant dated December 8, 2008, is hereby admitted into

evidence.

9. Claimant’s Proffered Exhibit 7, a letter from counsel for Respondents’ No. 1

to the Commission dated February 24, 2009, is hereby admitted into

evidence.

10. Because Claimant and Respondents No. 1 stipulated that the issue

concerning when Claimant reached the end of his healing period is moot,

they have abandoned the issue and it will not be addressed.

11. Because Claimant and Respondents No. 1 stipulated that the issue whether

Respondents No. 1 are entitled to a credit for overpayment of temporary total

disability benefits is moot, they have abandoned the issue and it will not be

addressed.

12. Because the issue of whether Claimant’s counsel is entitled to a second

attorney’s fee regarding any period of temporary disability after April 1, 1997

depends on a determination of the two above issues, I find that the parties

have abandoned this issue as well, and it thus will not be addressed.

13. Because Claimant’s injuries occurred before July 1, 2001, his attorney was

entitled to the maximum statutory attorney’s fee permanent benefits in

excess of the fifteen percent (15%) impairment rating that was accepted.

One-half of the fee should have been paid by Claimant and one-half by

Respondents No. 1, in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl.
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1996); and Death & Permanent Total Disability Trust Fund v. Brewer, 76 Ark.

App. 348, 65 S.W.3d 463 (2002).  The liability of Respondents No. 1 for

Claimant’s attorney’s fee amounted to $7,778.38.

14. The liability of Respondents No. 1 for Claimant’s attorney’s fee amounts to

$7,778.38.  Claimant’s Exhibit 5 reflects, however, that they only paid

counsel $7,602.02.  Hence, counsel is still owed the sum of $176.36.

15. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that Respondent

No. 1 are still liable under Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl. 1996) for an

attorney’s fee of $4,856.77 for the period of temporary total disability benefits

that he was awarded that Respondents No. 1 controverted.  Claimant is

liable for the same amount, for a total of $9,713.54 that is owed Claimant’s

counsel.

16. Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that his

attorney is entitled to any additional attorney’s fee from Respondents No. 1

for the successful appeals to the Full Commission and to the Arkansas Court

of Appeals.  However, Claimant owes his counsel $250.00 for these appeals.

17. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that Respondents

No. 1 are liable for one-half of an attorney’s fee on the awarding of treatment

by Dr. Edward Saer, to include Claimant’s surgery, which Respondents No.

1 controverted.

18. I am unable to determine whether Claimant’s portion of the attorney’s fee for

Dr. Saer’s treatment has been paid.
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19. Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that any

penalty should attach to the late payment of attorney’s fees.

20. Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that any

additional indemnity benefits, let alone attorney’s fees, interest, late payment

penalties, or any type of contempt citation therefor, should be awarded.

21. Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that liability

remains for any outstanding medical expenses in connection with this claim.

22. Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that any

penalties, interest, and/or contempt should be awarded with respect to the

payment of medical expenses in connection with this claim.
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PRELIMINARY RULINGS

Striking of Stipulation No. 6

At the hearing, Claimant objected to the inclusion of Stipulation No. 6 on the basis

that Claimant never agreed to it.  To recap, this stipulation reads:

Permanent and total disability benefits were paid until the maximum liability
of Respondent carrier was exhausted and thereafter the Death & Permanent
Total Disability Trust Fund paid permanent total disability benefits until
Claimant’s death in December 2007.

Respondents No. 1 dispute that agreement was not reached on this stipulation.  I took

Claimant’s motion to strike this stipulation under advisement, and informed the parties that

I would examine my draft prehearing orders, which have been blue-backed to the record

in this case.  Those drafts, which I used during the prehearing conferences with the

parties, reflect that Claimant did not object to this stipulation, which had been offered by

Respondents No. 1.  Moreover, when the final prehearing order, Commission Exhibit 1,

was issued on May 28, 2009 (albeit only 13 days prior to the hearing), Claimant did not

notify the Commission that a problem with the order existed.  Based upon the foregoing,

I find that Claimant agreed to this stipulation.  As good cause has not been shown for it to

be stricken or withdrawn, I find that Stipulation No. 6 should remain.

Amendment of Contentions

At the hearing, Claimant sought to amend contentions via the “Fifth Amended

Prehearing Questionnaire” discussed above.  Respondents No. 1 objected, and I took the

matter under advisement.  I am hereby overruling that objection, and Claimant’s

contentions will be reflected as so-amended.
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Admission of Claimant’s Proffered Exhibit 1

Respondents No. 1 objected to the admission of Claimant’s Proffered Exhibit 1, an

abstract of his medical records contained in Claimant’s Proffered Exhibit 2.  The basis for

the objection was that it was not exchanged with counsel until the date of the hearing, in

violation of the prehearing order.  That order provides:

Exhibits and the identity of witnesses must be exchanged at least seven (7)
days prior to the hearing . . . Evidence not disclosed in compliance with this
Order shall not be considered as evidence unless prior permission of the
Commission is obtained and for good cause shown.

Respondents are correct that Claimant’s counsel contravened the prehearing order.

However, the order requires that an abstract be prepared for medical exhibits in excess

of 50 pages.  As pointed out at the hearing, the abstract functions as a reference guide for

the overlength medical exhibit and is not a substitute therefor.  Hence, the abstract will be

admitted into evidence.

Admission of Claimant’s Proffered Exhibit 2

Respondents No. 1 objected to this proffered exhibit on the bases that (1) Claimant

had not provided it until the day of the hearing and (2) it is irrelevant to the issues at bar.

With respect to the first argument, Respondents’ counsel admitted he has seen at least

some of the documents, which are Claimant’s medical records from September 14, 1993

through February 21, 2005.  The prehearing order in this case, Commission Exhibit 1,

provides in pertinent part:

Exhibits and the identity of witnesses must be exchanged at least seven (7)
days prior to the hearing . . . Medical reports must be exchanged at least
seven (7) days prior to the hearing pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-
705(c)(2)(A).  Evidence not disclosed in compliance with this Order shall not
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be considered as evidence unless prior permission of the Commission is
obtained and for good cause shown.

In turn, Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-705(c)(2)(A) (Repl. 2002) reads in pertinent part:

Any party proposing to introduce medical reports or testimony of physicians
at the hearing of a controverted claim shall, as a condition precedent to the
right to do so, furnish to the opposing party and to the commission copies of
the written reports of the physicians of their findings and opinions at least
seven (7) days prior to the date of the hearing.

Section 11-9-705(c)(3) provides that a party who fails to abide by the requirements of this

provision may not be allowed to introduce medical reports at the hearing, “except in the

discretion of the hearing officer or the commission.”  Moreover, § 11-9-705(c)(4) states that

the parties may consent to the waiving of the time periods.  Respondents No. 1 did not

consent to such a waiver.  Nonetheless, I possession the discretion under this statute to

admit or exclude the evidence.  See Coleman v. Pro Transportation, Inc., 97 Ark. App. 338,

249 S.W.3d 149 (2007).  After due consideration, I find that it should be admitted.

As for the second basis for the objection, § 11-9-705(a)(1) provides:

In making an investigation or inquiry or conducting a hearing, the Workers’
Compensation Commission shall not be bound by technical or statutory rules
of evidence or by technical or statutory rules of procedure, except as
provided by this chapter, but may make such investigation or inquiry, or
conduct the hearing, in a manner that will best ascertain the rights of the
parties.

Claimant’s counsel represented that the records were relevant in showing the basis for

medical bills that Respondents No. 1 should have paid.  The Commission has a “great deal

of latitude in evidentiary matters.”  Bryant v. Staffmark, Inc., 76 Ark. App. 64, 61 S.W.3d

856 (2001).  After due consideration of this matter, I find that admission of these records
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will help to “best ascertain the rights of the parties.”  Again, Claimant’s Proffered Exhibit

2 should be and is hereby admitted into evidence.

Admission of Claimant’s Proffered Exhibit 4

Respondents No. 1 at the hearing objected to the admission of this proffered exhibit,

documents related to requests for payment of benefits and reimbursement of expenses to

Claimant, on the bases that the exhibit was not provided to him prior to the hearing and

that its contents are irrelevant to the issues before me.  As to the first argument, it is

baseless because he later clarified that he had seen all of the documents before, albeit not

collected into an exhibit.  With respect to the second, under the liberal relevancy standard

contained in Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-705(a)(1), I find that it should be admitted and given

due consideration.

Admission of Claimant’s Proffered Exhibit 6

With respect to this proffered exhibit, counsel for Respondents No. 1 objected to its

admission on the basis that it made counsel, that author of the letter in the exhibit, a

witness.  Claimant clarified that the purpose of the admission of the letter was to preserve

his argument for appeal that Respondents No. 1 did not comply with discovery.  However,

as I explained at the hearing, the motion for protective order has already been ruled upon,

on September 19, 2008, and thus would not be relevant to any of the issues currently

before the Commission.  Claimant’s counsel later clarified that the exhibit helps show that

the deposition of the adjustor, Delores Perkins, was not adequate.  The Full Commission

directed that this deposition be taken in its remand (discussed infra).  Hence, the exhibit

is relevant and will be admitted into evidence.
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Admission of Claimant’s Proffered Exhibit 7

Counsel for Respondents No. 1 objected to the admission of this exhibit, comprised

of a letter from counsel to the Commission dated February 24, 2009, plus attachments, on

relevancy grounds.  In the letter, counsel stated that it was a “clarification” of their previous

prehearing filings.  After consideration of this matter, I find that it comports with the

relevancy requirement in § 11-9-705(a)(1) and is hereby admitted into evidence.

CASE IN CHIEF

Summary of Evidence

The sole witness at the hearing was Edna Ann Furr, the widow of Claimant.

In addition to the prehearing order discussed above, the exhibits admitted into

evidence in this case consist of the following:  Commission Exhibit 1, the stipulation signed

by counsel for Claimant and Respondents No. 1, consisting of six pages; Claimant’s

Exhibit 1, the abstract of the medical records in Claimant’s Exhibit 2, consisting of 42

numbered pages; Claimant’s Exhibit 2, a compilation of his medical records, consisting of

nine index pages and 291 numbered pages thereafter; Claimant’s Exhibit 3, medical bills,

consisting of three index pages and 154 numbered pages thereafter; Claimant’s Exhibit

4, items submitted to counsel for Respondents No. 1 for payment, consisting of two index

pages and 23 numbered pages thereafter; Claimant’s Exhibit 5, a payout history,

consisting of 12 pages;  Claimant’s Exhibit 6, a letter from counsel for Respondents No.

1 to Claimant’s counsel dated December 8,, 2008, consisting of three numbered pages.

Claimant’s Exhibit 7, a letter from counsel for Respondents No. 1 to the Commission, plus

attachments, dated February 24, 2009, consisting of 27 pages; Claimant’s Exhibit 8, the
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transcript of the deposition of Claimant taken October 12, 2001, consisting of 31 numbered

pages; Claimant’s Exhibit 9, the transcript of the deposition of Delores Perkins taken

November 12, 2008, consisting of 44 pages; Claimant’s Exhibit 10, his Fifth Amended

Prehearing filing discussed above, consisting of seven numbered pages; and Respondents

No. 1 Exhibit 1, consisting of account summaries and a payout history for Claimant,

consisting of one index page and 26 numbered pages thereafter.

In addition, the transcripts of the three previous hearings have been incorporated

herein by reference, and certain documents from the Commission’s file have been blue-

backed to the record in this case.  The blue-backed documents include:  the draft

prehearing orders dated December 1, 2008 and January 7, 2009; and the post-hearing

briefs of the parties.

Testimony-Hearing

Edna Ann Furr.  Called by Claimant, Furr  testified that she is the widow of

Claimant.  She testified that Claimant’s workers’ compensation benefits checks often

arrived from one to fourteen days late.  In 1999, Respondents No. 1 stopped paying

benefits without notifying the Furrs, and did not resume paying until 2002.  At the point

benefits resumed, they received  larger payments at first, including one for $5,000.00.

With respect to Dr. Saer’s surgery, which Respondents No. 1 were ordered to pay for, Furr

stated that Claimant’s private health insurance through his union covered 80 percent of

it, and the Furrs had to pay the other 20 percent.  This 80/20 split was also the case with

regard to other treatment Claimant received.  Later, however, Furr stated that the private

insurance “paid for his surgery and all of his bills.”
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Furr also testified that Respondents No. 1 covered Claimant’s pain management

only belatedly.  As for his pharmacy bills, she stated that Respondents No. 1 paying for his

medication once Claimant qualified for Medicare Part D.  Once he received this coverage,

however, Claimant personally had to make up the difference for what Medicare did not

cover.  She estimated that at times they paid $500.00 to $600.00 out of pocket for his

drugs.  According to Furr, Claimant’s prescriptions required that she travel to the pharmacy

four to five times per week.  However, Respondents No. 1 did not reimburse her for all of

the mileage she traveled.  She stated that Claimant’s Exhibit 4 contains the mileage that

has not yet been reimbursed.

Under questioning from Respondents No. 1, Furr testified that they lived out in the

country.  Claimant underwent treatment for a lung condition that was unrelated to his

compensable injury.  Medicare paid for that care.  But she was insistent that no bills for

lung treatment were ever sent to Respondents No. 1.  Furr explained that she did not try

to configure his medications to where they would come due on the same day to reduce the

numbers of pharmacy trips because some of the drugs, such as Oxycodone, Oxycontin

and Hydrocodone, were strictly controlled and she did not want to get the physician in

trouble by having him adjust the prescriptions.

With respect to the resumption of payments in 2002, Furr stated that they received

multiple checks at that time, and that payments from either the State or the workers’

compensation carrier continued to come every two weeks until his death.

Testimony-Deposition
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Virgil Furr.  Claimant was deposed on October 12, 2001, and the transcript thereof

was admitted as Claimant’s Exhibit 8.  He testified that he obtained a GED, but is able to

write and read only a little.  His wife pays all of their bills.  Claimant and his wife have

received bills from the pharmacy and Dr. Valley in connection with his care.  He stated that

Dr. Edward Saer operated on his back in 1994 or 1995, and that he has had no surgery

since.  According to Claimant, as of the date of the deposition no doctor had released him

and stated that he was at maximum medical improvement.

Delores Perkins.  Perkins was deposed via telephone on November 12, 2008, and

the transcript thereof was admitted as Claimant’s Exhibit 9.  She testified that she currently

works for AIG in New Orleans, Louisiana, and has been with that firm for 12 years.

Perkins became the adjustor for the instant claim in April 2002, when AIG took over the

account and bought the old claims.  The workers’ compensation carrier for the claim was

originally Fremont Indemnity.  Four adjustors have handled the claim.  Once AIG took it

over and assigned Perkins to it, she was given computer notes from the prior carrier.

Later, she received a paper file from Bechtel, the employer.  She is not aware of anything

that was not handed over to her.

Perkins’ testimony was that she does not know what the process was concerning

whether to pay or deny a medical bill on the claim from 1994 to 1996.  She added, “I don’t

know what they did or how they handled it prior to 2002.”  Perkins was not aware of the

controverted surgery that Dr. Saer performed.  She stated that AIG paid Claimant’s

medical bills until the claim was controverted as to all medical from March 2006 based on
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the results of an October 12, 2004 IME by Dr. Dennis Lucy.  However, she later stated that

the controversion occurred in August 2005.

In reviewing a payout history, Perkins stated that it reflected that the first payouts

on the claim began in 1993, and reflects bills that were paid.  It showed that a number of

payments were made to St. Vincent Medical Center, where Claimant underwent his

surgery.  Nothing in her records indicated that a large hospital bill remained to be paid.

Claimant’s counsel represented that the hospital bill was presented to counsel for

Respondents No. 1 on October 26, 2001.  However, prior to AIG assuming the claim, the

fields showing the date the bills were received is blank.  The adjustor stated that she has

no way of knowing when bills were received or paid prior to her taking over.  She could not

state whether any interest or attorney’s fees had been paid before AIG assumed the claim.

Instructions as to how to pay these items come from the attorneys.  No mileage has been

paid by her, and she was unsure if any had been submitted.

Perkins has 30 days to pay a bill submitted to her.  Currently, she has no bills on

this claim waiting to be processed.  Moreover, she is not aware of a lien by any carrier in

connection with the claim.  Her testimony was that if AIG is notified that an amount is owed

for medical that has already been paid by a carrier, that carrier is reimbursed for the

amount subject to the applicable fee schedule.  By the same token, if the bill has not yet

been covered by anyone, AIG would pay the provider directly, again subject to the fee

schedule.

She testified that at the time she took over the claim in April 2002, Claimant was

being paid indemnity benefits.  Attorney’s fees were being paid as well.  She was not
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aware of any payments being late.  In reviewing a payment history detail sent to her by

Claimant’s counsel, Perkins testified that she could not interpret it.

Exhibits

Claimant’s Exhibit 1.  The exhibit is an abstract of the medical records in Claimant’s

Exhibit 2.

Claimant’s Exhibit 2.  This exhibit is comprised of Claimant’s medical records from

September 14, 1993 through February 21, 2005.

Claimant’s Exhibit 3.  This exhibit is comprised of various medical bills and mileage

reimbursement forms pertaining to Claimant.  The bills and forms appear relate back to the

inception of his back treatment.  The mileage is for visits to pharmacies, therapy, doctor

appointments, diagnostic procedures and hospital treatments.  The statements show

charges for various treatments and medications, and in certain cases show that Claimant’s

insurance paid and left him with a zero balance.  In other cases, Claimant personally paid

the providers.

Claimant’s Exhibit 4.  This exhibit is comprised of correspondence from Claimant’s

counsel to counsel for Respondents No. 1 requesting, at various times, a payout list and/or

the payment of various medical or mileage.

Claimant’s Exhibit 5.  This exhibit is a spreadsheet that purports to be a payout

history on Claimant, faxed from counsel for Respondents No. 1.  According to the last field

on the spreadsheet, the payments were to Claimant for temporary total, permanent partial,

and permanent total disability benefits, and to Claimant’s counsel for attorney’s fees.
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Claimant’s Exhibit 6.  This exhibit is a December 8, 2008 letter to Claimant’s

counsel  from counsel for Respondents No. 1 setting for their position that medical

treatment to Claimant (other than the surgery by Dr. Saer that was the subject of the first

hearing) was not controverted until March 2006, that bills have to be submitted to the

carrier as opposed to the law firm under AWCC R. 30, and that the instant litigation is only

about whether benefits awarded pursuant to the first hearing have been paid.

Claimant’s Exhibit 7.  This exhibit is a February 24, 2009 letter from Respondents’

counsel to the Commission setting forth their position on the issues in this case.  Attached

thereto is, inter alia, a payout history.

Claimant’s Exhibit 8.  The October 12, 2001 deposition of Claimant has been

summarized above.

Claimant’s Exhibit 9.  The November 12, 2008 deposition of Delores Perkins has

been summarized above.

Claimant’s Exhibit 10.  Claimant’s Fifth Amended Prehearing Information Filing has

been discussed above.

Respondents No. 1 Exhibit 1.  In addition to a payment history that was introduced

at the second hearing, the exhibit includes account summaries from Claimant’s providers,

including Arkansas Pathology Associates, Dr. Marc Valley, St. Mary’s Regional Medical

Center, Arkansas Spine Center, and Dr. Andrew Monfee.

ADJUDICATION

Introduction
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An assessment of the issues at bar first requires a recounting of the extensive

procedural history of this claim.  On January 5, 1996, the first hearing was held on this

claim  was held before Administrative Law Judge Elizabeth Hogan.  Her October 29, 1996

opinion contains the following findings of fact and conclusions of law:

1. The Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction of this claim
in which the relationship of employer-employee-carrier existed among
the parties on September 13, 1993, at which time the claimant
sustained a compensable injury at a compensation rate of
$252.30/$189.23.  Medical expenses and temporary total disability
benefits from April 19, 1994 to March 1, 1996 have been paid.

2. The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the credible
evidence of record there is a causal connection between his 1993
compensable injury and his subsequent surgery in 1995, based on
Dr. Saer’s testimony.  The surgery was reasonable and necessary for
treatment of the compensable injury.  There is no evidence of an
independent intervening cause.

3. Respondents are directed to pay all medical expenses associated
with Dr. Saer’s treatment within 30 days of receipt pursuant to Rule
30.

4. The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the credible
evidence of record that he remains in his healing period and is totally
unable to work, thereby entitling him to temporary total disability
benefits, until the end of his healing period, a date yet to be
determined, or until he is released by Dr. Saer to return to work.

5. This claim has been controverted and claimant’s counsel is entitled
to the maximum attorney’s to be paid in accordance with A.C.A. § 11-
9-715, § 11-9-716, § 11-9-801, and WCC Rule 10.  Pursuant to the
Full Commission decisions of Coleman v. Holiday Inn, (November 21,
1990) (D708577), and Chamness v. Superior Industries, (March 5,
1992) (E019760), the claimant’s portion of the controverted attorney’s
fee is to be withheld from, and paid out of, indemnity benefits, and
remitted by the respondent, directly to the claimant’s attorney.
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Respondents No. 1 appealed this decision, but it was affirmed and adopted by the Full

Commission in an unpublished opinion.  Virgil C. Furr v. Bechtel Power Corp., Claim No.

E405149 (Full Commission Opinion filed August 13, 1997).  For prevailing, Claimant’s

counsel was awarded an attorney’s fee of $250.00 under § 11-9-715.

Respondents No. 1 again appealed.  In an unpublished opinion, the Arkansas Court

of Appeals on May 20, 1998 affirmed.  Bechtel Power Corp. v. Furr, CA 97-1419 (May 20,

1998)((unpublished).  However, both the decision and the June 9, 1998 mandate were

silent as to the awarding of attorney’s fees.

A second hearing was held on October 26, 2001 before Administrative Law Judge

C. Michael White.  On March 11, 2002, Judge White issued his opinion, which contained

the following findings of fact and conclusions of law:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction
over this claim.

2. The stipulations agreed to by the parties and set forth above are
hereby accepted as fact:

a. The decisions previously filed by the Arkansas Court of
Appeals, the Full Arkansas Workers’ Compensation
Commission, and Administrative Law Judge Elizabeth Hogan
are now final orders and res judicata.

b. The respondents have not paid any attorney’s fees.

3. The preponderance of the evidence establishes that the claimant is
permanently and totally disabled as a result of his compensable
injury.

4. The respondents are not entitled to a credit for an overpayment of
benefits, in light of the finding that the claimant is permanently and
totally disabled.
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5. The claimant failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that
any benefits previously awarded remain unpaid.

6. The respondents controverted the claimant’s entitlement to
compensation for permanent and total disability and liability for a late
payment penalty.

Respondents No. 1 appealed this decision, and Claimant cross-appealed.

On January 28, 2003, the Full Commission issued a decision affirming in part and

reversing and remanding in part Judge White’s opinion.  Virgil C. Furr v. Bechtel Power

Corp., 2003 AWCC 17, No. E405149 (Full Commission Opinion filed January 28,2003.

Because the finding that Claimant was permanently and totally disabled was not appeal,

the Commission let it stand.  However, the balance was reversed and remanded.  Because

that decision is the impetus for this one, it bears quoting at length:

With regard to the respondents’ appeal, we remand this case to the
Administrative Law Judge with instructions to make findings as to when the
claimant’s healing period ended, and whether or not the respondents are
entitled to a credit against their liability for permanent and total disability
compensation based on their payment of temporary disability compensation
after April 1, 1997.  We point out that these findings are essential not only
to determine when the respondents will reach their statutory limit for
permanent disability liability, but also to determine whether the claimant’s
attorney is entitled to a second attorney’s fee on any period of temporary
disability after April 1, 1997, which the respondents clearly now controvert.

With regard to the claimant’s cross-appeal, we note that an
Administrative Law Judge’s order dated December 13, 2001 purports to
make claimant’s proffered Exhibit 2 a part of the record.  However, the
Administrative Law Judge’s March 11, 2002 opinion and order makes no
specific reference to claimant’s exhibit 2, and we can find no document
labeled as such in the Commission file before us.  On remand, the parties
are directed to develop a record, through additional evidence or by
stipulations, sufficient to establish which of the claimant’s medical expenses,
indemnity benefits, and attorney’s fees remain unpaid or were paid late, and
why these expenses, benefits, and/or fees either remain unpaid or were paid
late.  The evidence shall further reflect when any medical expenses at issue
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were submitted to the respondents for payment in accordance with Rule 30.
To the extent alleged by the claimant, the record shall also establish whether
any person or entity, other than the respondent, paid any of the claimant’s
medical expenses, and which of the claimant’s medical expenses, if any
were “written off” by medical providers.

If on remand the parties are unable to resolve the factual issues of
nonpayment and late payment by stipulation, then the parties shall develop
a record which will include, but not be limited to, the adjuster’s deposition
which the respondents indicated at the hearing would be taken, but which
was never offered into evidence thereafter, and the billing records from the
medical providers which the claimant alleges were paid late or never paid by
the respondents.  We point out for the benefits of the parties that the
claimant clearly has the threshold burden of establishing when, if ever, any
medical expenses at issue were submitted to the respondent for payment in
accordance with Rule 30.  See Burlington Industries v. Pickett, 336 Ark. 515,
988 S.W.2d 3 (1999).

After the parties have developed an adequate record and in order to
eliminate further piecemeal litigation, the Administrative Law Judge shall
make additional findings including, but not necessarily limited to:  (1) when
the claimant’s healing period ended; (2) whether the respondents are
entitled to a credit for overpayment of any temporary disability benefits paid
after April 1, 1997; (3) whether the claimant’s attorney is entitled to a second
attorney’s fee regarding any period of temporary disability after April 1, 1997;
(4) the claimant’s attorney’s appropriate fee on the claimant’s permanent and
total disability compensation awarded in the Administrative Law Judge’s
March 11, 2002 opinion and order which was admittedly controverted by the
respondents; and (5) whether additional attorney’s fees, interest, late
payment penalties, or any type of contempt citation are appropriate for any
period of non-payment or late payment of medical expenses, indemnity
benefits, or attorney’s fees that may have accrued to date.

Finally, we note for the benefit of the Administrative Law Judge and
the parties, regarding potential liability under Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-802 for
late payment of medical expenses, that Act 796 of 1993 amended Ark. Code
Ann. § 11-9-802, and that the Arkansas Court of Appeals has on one
occasion affirmed a Commission award of a 36% late payment penalty on
unpaid medical expenses.  See Cooper Tire & Rubber Co. v. Angell, 75 Ark.
App. 325, 58 S.W.3d 396 (2001).  However, like the Administrative Law
Judge, we are not aware of any portion of Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-802
providing for a penalty payment on late-paid attorney’s fees.
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Following the remand, the Judge White did not make the findings as directed above.

In fact, the next major development in the claim did not occur until June 22, 2006, when

Claimant notified the Commission by letter that he was making a statutory request for

additional benefits pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-702.  However, he pointed out that

he was not requesting a hearing at that time.  That did not occur until September 11, 2006,

when he asked for a priority prehearing telephone conference and hearing concerning the

alleged denial of $500.00 in medications by Respondents No. 1.  Administrative Law

Judge Mark Churchwell issued prehearing questionnaires to the parties on September 18,

2006.  While the conference was pending, Judge Churchwell was assigned to another

district and the instant claim was reassigned to me.  For the next three months,

conferences were scheduled and then re-scheduled due to attorney conflicts.  A

conference took place on February 26, 2007; but by agreement of the parties, another one

was scheduled for April 9, 2007 and rescheduled for May 18, 2007.  I asked that in the

interim, the parties try to identify specifically which benefits have been accepted and which

have been controverted.  The parties complied with this request.  During the conference,

the parties agreed that the file should be returned to the Commission’s general files to

allow the parties time to undertake discovery and arrive at a better understanding of their

areas of agreement and the areas that need to be tried.

On February 21, 2008, Respondents No. 1 moved that the claim be dismissed due

to Claimant’s death.  A hearing was held on the motion on May 14, 2008.  On August 11,

2008, I issued an opinion denying the motion.  Thereafter, multiple prehearing telephone

conferences were conducted, and the claim proceeded to yet another hearing.
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I find after review of the issues in the prehearing order that they are covered fully

by the issues that were to be addressed on remand by the Full Commission on January

28, 2003.  Hence, they will be addressed in that format.

A. End of Healing Period

The Full Commission first directed that a finding be made concerning when

Claimant’s healing period ended.  However, the parties have stipulated that this is now

moot because regardless of the proper date, Respondents No. 1 have paid at least

$75,000.00 in permanent and total disability benefits prior to the Death & Permanent Total

Disability Trust Fund, Respondent No. 2, taking over the payment of benefits on

September 26, 2005.  Thus, Claimant and Respondents No. 1 stipulated that “[a]ny and

all issues surrounding whether the Claimant reached maximum medical improvement on

April 1, 1997 or March 18, 1999, are moot and need not be addressed by the

Administrative Law Judge or the Commission.”  Commission Exhibit 2 is the signed

stipulation concerning this.  At the hearing, the parties confirmed this.  For that reason, I

find that the parties have abandoned this issue, and it will not be addressed.
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B. Overpayment of Temporary Total Disability Benefits

Second, the Commission stated that, upon remand, a finding should be made as to

whether Respondents No. 1 are entitled to a credit for overpayment of any temporary

disability benefits paid after April 1, 1997.  The parties stipulated that this, too, is no longer

an issue.  Stipulation No. 13 reads in pertinent part:

Specifically, regardless of whether the maximum medical improvement date
was April 1, 1997 or March 18, 1999, the Respondent Carrier had paid more
than their $75,000.00 maximum liability for permanent and total disability
benefits even if the end of healing period was March 18, 1999.  By that point,
there were no future indemnity benefits owed by Respondent Carrier against
which the Respondent Carrier could take a credit for any claimed
overpayment and second, there was no person or entity from whom the
Respondent Carrier could seek reimbursement.

The fact that the parties agreed to drop the healing period issue, which would be key to

reaching this, shows that they have also abandoned this issue.  Hence, it likewise will not

be addressed.

C. Second Attorney’s Fee on Temporary Total Disability Benefits

The Full Commission directed that the third issue to be addressed on remand is

whether Claimant’s counsel is entitled to a second attorney’s fee regarding any period of

temporary disability after April 1, 1997.  In the remand opinion, the Commission pointed

out that the determination of Issues (A) and (B), supra, are “essential” to this finding.

Indeed, because issue cannot be determined without findings on the abandoned issues,

I find that the parties have abandoned this issue as well.  Consequently, it will not be

addressed.
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D. Attorney’s Fee on Permanent and Total Disability

For the fourth issue on remand, the Full Commission instructed that I find “the

claimant’s attorney’s appropriate fee on the claimant’s permanent and total disability

compensation awarded in the Administrative Law Judge’s March 11, 2002 opinion and

order which was admittedly controverted by the respondents.”  The parties have stipulated

that “Respondents controverted permanent disability benefits in excess of the fifteen

percent (15%) impairment rating to the body as a whole assessed by the surgeon.”

Because Claimant’s injuries occurred before July 1, 2001, his attorney is entitled to the

maximum statutory attorney’s fee permanent benefits in excess of the fifteen percent

(15%), one-half of which was to be paid by Claimant and one-half by Respondents No. 1,

in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl. 1996) (as the statute existed prior

to the amendments of Act 1281 of 2001); and Death & Permanent Total Disability Trust

Fund v. Brewer, 76 Ark. App. 348, 65 S.W.3d 463 (2002).  Based upon Claimant’s

stipulated compensation rates, Respondents were liable for an $62,227.00 in benefits

before the assumption of liability by the Fund.  Their liability for Claimant’s attorney’s fee

amounts to $7,778.38.  Claimant’s Exhibit 5 reflects that Respondents No. 1 only paid

counsel $7,602.02.  Hence, counsel is still owed the sum of $176.36.

D. Additional Liability

The Full Commission phrased the fifth issue on remand as follows:

[W]hether additional attorney’s fees, interest, late payment penalties, or any
type of contempt citation are appropriate for any period of non-payment or
late payment of medical expenses, indemnity benefits, or attorney’s fees that
may have accrued to date[.]
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Attorney’s fee.  With regard to attorney’s fees, I note that the parties stipulated at

the October 26, 2001 hearing before Judge White that “[t]he respondents have not paid

any attorney’s fees.”  At that point, Respondents No. 1 was liable for a fee on, inter alia,

the temporary total disability benefits they controverted, which were paid from April 1996

to March 18, 1999.  Nothing before me shows whether Claimant’s portion of the fee under

Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl. 1996) was paid, but Respondent No. 1 would be liable

for a fee of $4,856.77.  Claimant’s Exhibit 5 reflects that his portion of the fee was not

withheld.  Hence, Claimant is liable for the same amount.  Claimant is liable for the same

amount.  Thus, a total of $9,713.54 is owed Claimant’s counsel for this.

Claimant prevailed twice before the Full Commission and was awarded a $250.00

attorney’s fee each time.  However, under § 11-9-715 Respondents No. 1 were only liable

for one-half of that.  Claimant’s Exhibit 5 reflects a one-time payment to Claimant’s counsel

of $250.00 on February 4, 2003, shortly after the remand.  But because they paid double

in this instance, they have essentially covered their outstanding liability for the first Full

Commission appeal.  However, the evidence does not indicate that $250.00 was withheld

from Claimant’s  benefits, so she is still owed for this amount from Claimant.  As for

Claimant’s successful appeal to the Arkansas Court of Appeals, neither the May 20, 1998

opinion nor the June 9, 1998 mandate mention the awarding of attorney’s fees.

Under the version of § 11-9-715 that applies to the instant case, attorney’s fees also

apply to the award of medical benefits.  Respondents No. 1 controverted Claimant’s

entitlement to Dr. Saer’s treatment, to include surgery.  Claimant prevailed on this issue.

Again, the parties stipulated that, as of the second hearing, no attorney’s fee had been
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paid.  The evidence before me does not reflect that it has been paid since.  Hence,

Respondents No. 1 are liable for one-half of an attorney’s fee on the value of these

services.  I am unable to determine based upon the evidence before me whether Claimant

paid his portion of the fee.  Speculation and conjecture cannot serve as a substitute for

proof.  Dena Construction Co. v. Herndon, 264 Ark. 791, 796, 575 S.W.2d 155 (1979).

As the evidence shows, these attorney’s fees are long overdue.  But as the Full

Commission noted in their remand opinion, Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-802 (Repl. 2002) does

not provide for a penalty payment with respect to attorney’s fees.

Indemnity Benefits.  After a review of the record, I am unable to determine if any

additional indemnity benefits are due and owing.  Hence, I do not find that any further

liability on the part of Respondents No. 1 exists here, nor should any penalties, interest,

or contempt attach.

Medical Expenses.  Respondents No. 1 have argued that the question of their

liability for medical expenses in this litigation is limited to Dr. Saer’s treatment.  This is

incorrect.  In the language quoted above from the Full Commission’s January 28, 2003

opinion makes clear that the question of the payment of all medical expenses in

connection with this claim is to be considered.  That said, I am constrained to find after,

to quote Judge White, an “exhaustive” review of all the evidence, that I cannot determine

what expenses are properly due and owing, let alone whether any penalties, interest, etc.

should attach.

According to AWCC R. 099.30(I)(I)(7),
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A carrier shall date stamp medical bills and reports upon receipt and shall
pay an undisputed and properly submitted bill within 30 days of receipt.  Any
carrier not paying an undisputed and properly submitted bill within 30 days
of receipt shall be assessed a penalty of 18%, upon a determination by
MCCD.

But nothing before me shows what was submitted for payment in conformity with Rule 30.

See Burlington Industries v. Pickett, 336 Ark. 515, 988 S.W.2d 3 (1999).  The payout

history I have reviewed does not help in showing what is still properly owed.  Mrs. Furr’s

testimony was certainly sincere, but lacked the specificity needed and did not shed light

in this area.  The Full Commission knew full well what would be needed on this point, and

directed that the deposition of the claim adjustor be taken–as it should have been for

Judge White to consider.  But the deposition did not take place until November 12,

2008–over five and one-half years late.  The testimony of the adjustor since April 2002,

Delores Perkins, was of little use.  What was needed was the testimony of the previous

adjustor, whom Perkins could not identify.  Had this deposition been taken promptly, this

trail likely would not have grown cold.

Because Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that liability

remains for any outstanding medical expenses in connection with this claim, the matters

of liability for penalties, interest, and contempt have not been proven as well.

CONCLUSION AND AWARD

Respondents No. 1 are directed to pay benefits in accordance with the findings of

fact and conclusions of law set forth above.  All accrued sums shall be paid in a lump sum

without discount, and this award shall earn interest at the legal rate until paid, pursuant to
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Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-809 (Repl. 2002).  See Couch v. First State Bank of Newport, 49

Ark. App. 102, 898 S.W.2d 57 (1995).

Claimant’s attorney, the Hon. Laura McKinnon, is entitled to an attorney’s fee as set

forth in the findings of fact and conclusions of law above and pursuant to Ark. Code Ann.

§ 11-9-715 (Repl. 1996).

IT IS SO ORDERED.

________________________________
Hon. O. Milton Fine II
Administrative Law Judge


